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ABSTRACT

Research Memorandum 54- 6;,_. A-3-121-12. arch 1954.

Validation of Biograrhical Information Blank, OCB-4, DA PRT 2_462 for
Officer Candidate School selection.

The tryout and validation',is described of OCB-4, using a sample

of about 1400 students in 5 0CS's. OCB-4 was constructed from the

most valid content of a large item pool representing 16 previous

leadership studies (only 1 of which was *ith OCS samples).

Predeterm:ined or validity generalization scoring keys were validated

against l:adersh-.'n rankings made early in the course by fellow

candid tos and tactical officers. Results obtained with first

claszes in erce. schoolgand later verified on the reainzng classes,

indicated tlht OCB-4 .,s sufficiently superior to OCB-3 (cur ently used)

to warrhnt operaticrial use. A variety of keys as tried out on OCB-4;

a s~ngle right-answer key yielded as high validity as any combination of

I Leys. Soe.veral systems were tried for ;,ei:hting the instrwients in Nte

selocticn battery; the simplest, unweizhted combinatcn as as effective

as any of the more olhborate syotens investi -ated.--LAPRU

iorc "elrnlnretI 94



Research Memorandum, 54-3

YALIDATICr OF BICRAFICAL INFQNATICO BLARK, CCB-4,, DA 1fT 2 462
FOR OVFIOE CANDDIDTE 8HCR)L SK=TION

I. BAC•RO•

Late in 1951, as iart of the final effort under PR 3405, a pair of
Biographical lnformatiou Blanks was cnstructed frca material developed
during several years of research on leadership. The vulidatimc of these
tvo BIB 's, OCB-4 and OCB-5, represented one of the first tasks under
PR A-3-121. The instruments were constracted from a large pool of items
and both were administered during the sawe period. However, because of
its cmcitent, it was satioipated that OCB-4 would be more valid than
OCB-5; it was hoped that its validity vould be sufficiently high to merit
its immediate operaticcal use. Accordingly, a much fuller analysis of
the 0CB-4 data was undertaken. This memorandum describes the first phases
of the research conducted in €amecticc with OCB-k. (Velidity generaliza-
tion keys and interim 0GB leadership criteria were used.) A separate and
briefer memorewum is in preparetton for 0CB-5. It is planned, at a
later date, to include the most valid items frwm both BIB 's in a now
operational instrument.

A. CRARACTiISTICS OF 1HE INTRUMMS

Details of the construction of the two BIB 's are contained in
Research Memorandum 52 -42 , "Construction of Biographical Information
Blanks CXB-4 and CCB-5", in brief, a pool of valid iteow drawn from
instrumnt development studies in FCTC, West Point, 0CB, Integration,
Leaders' Course, etc., vas found to be too large for a single, manae-
able BIB. Items from the pool for which the greatest amount of informa-
tion was available were assembled into 0CB-4. Sufficient new Yes-No
coctent was added to the reainder of the pool to create at OCB-5 of equi-
valent size. All the available preferred-choice pairs vent into 0CB-4.
The Yes-No content of 0CB included the 120 "characteristics" items appear-
ing in 0CB-4. In terms of item types, the two instruments had the follov-
ing Seneral characteristics:

OCB-4 30 5-choice backo-ouni items (most valid.)
180 Forced choice pairs
60 Ye-No '"valid" items
6o Yoe-so "suppresmor" items
330 Total

OCB-5 30 5-choioe background items (sca wit no
validation data)

Yoes-Eo items (suo of unkncta validity)
33 Total



B. DESIGN OF TEX VALIDATION STUDY AND COLLEOTION OF DATA

Arrangemts were made during the spring of 1952 to administer the
experimental BIXB'e to all officer candidates entering 57 specified OCS
classes. Provisions were made to obtain criterion data for these candi-
dates from the schools and. selection information frcm the major coanders
responsible for their assignments.

DuAring April, May, and June 1952, the BIB's were administered to the
candidates as part of their processing into OCS. All administrations
were conducted by school personnel, under written directions from
Personnel Research Branch. Schools and classes (indicated by numerical
desigation) were divided as follows:

OCB-4 Classes OZB-5 Classes

Infantry 34, 35), 36 Infantry 31, 32, 33
Ground General 52, 54 Grcund. General 51, 53
Signal 16 through 20 Ordraine 95 through 96
Field Artillery 25 through 28 Armored. 13 through 16
Engineer 24 through 30 Anti-Aircraft 7, 8,and 10

By dividing the classes between the two instruments, as shown, the
design for administration was particularly effective in several respects.
The largest and most representative schools were tested with both instru-
ments, providing opportunity for within-school ocmpariscns where the
results would be most important to the program as a whole. Combat Arms
and Technical ranch Schools were equally represented on each instrument,
so that these differences could be controlled, when necessary, or used
effectively wherever attempts at differential prediction might be desirable.
(Double cross-validation samples were set,up along the ccmbat-technioal
diohotcmy.) At the same time, no school was required to test (and report)
a burdensame number of classes, which would have been the case if adequate
validation samples for both instruments were drawn from each school.

The group of candidates admitted to these classes had many desirable
charecterietios, frcm validation point of view. For the most part, they
were selected under P 30-350-20 (25 Sep 51), which eliminated direct
selection from civilian life and minimized selection from other Services.
Reservists recalled involuntarily were offered opportunities for release
during the ncaths preceding testing, so that the bulk of the candidates
vwre selective service inductees, with only a few voluntary reservists
and Regular Army personnel. For these reasons, it was felt that the
classes represented not only a sample of the contemporary OCS input, but
also weue representative of the kinds of classes likely to be formed
under mobilization coa4tions. The schools were also sampled at a peak
load. period, when facilities were operating at full capacity and when
the selection ratio was relatively high. The fairly broad ruas of talent
thus provided in the OCS program eliminated at least seas of the restriction-
in-raeg problem usually brought about by more extensive preselection.

i



As soon as they became available, the first Associates' rankings and
Tactical Officers' rankings were submiitted for each of the tested classes.
In the interests of time, it was planned to validate eaoc- of the instru-

ments in two stages: first, against the criteria obtained from the first
class tested in each school; then, against the criteria obtained frco all
remaining classes at the completion of the interim data collection period.
Validity generalization keys were used in each instance.

The Associates' and Tactical Officers' rankings used as criteria
ye, obtained between the fourth and eighth weeks of training. The decision
to use these early, interim measures for validation criteria was based upon
three considerations:

1. Criterion range. Validation against final criteria allows only
for prediction of final class standin s in a sample reduced by about 40*.
To use all the data available (that is, to include nongraduates in the
validation sample), it is necessary to use serial correlations, or to
assign arbitrary criterion scores to the nougaduates. Both procedures
involve limiting assmptions and at best are coly approximations to full-
range validation.

2. AdNquacy. No satisfactory evidence exists to support assumptions
that final da are in some way "btter" than interim data. In the ab-
sence of correlations between these within-school measures and same later,
follow-up criterion, a priori contentions support the use of interim data
as strongly as they support final data. Assuming that interim data are
as reliable as final data, and as closely related to a follow-up criterion,
the interim data are more adequate for validation purposes (as indicated
above) in view of the greater range available. It can also be argued that
individual ratings will be more independent (experimentally) vhen collected
earlier.

3. Time._ Interim data could be collected, per class, 3 or 4 months
earlier than final data. The validation of OCB-4 aainst interim data in
first classes tested (the validation which led to its operational use)
vas comnpleted in early September 1952, less than six weeks after the last
test administration and several weeks before the graduation of the first
class. Use of early data in first classes, rather than final data in all
classes, saved at least seven months in introducing OCB-4 to field use.



II. VAIUnTIg Or OCB-4

A. VARIAELESI/

1. Predictors

100. Officer Candidate Applicant Evaluation Report, 0CE-2, DA
MT 6Wg. A preferred-choice and. graptiio rating scale
completed by an NCO and indorsed by a comxissioned

officer.

110. Offlter Candidate Applicant Conduct of the Interview,
OCI-4, DA 1RT 737. Preferred-choice (adJectival) and.
graphlc viales cmpleteod by members of a cenissicne4
officer interview board.

130. Officer Candidate Biographical Infonnation Blank, OCB-3,
LA 1RT 73.5. 238 Backgroundý, Preferred Choice, Quintet
and Mltiphaasic items.

140. OCB-4, total score, predetermined (validity generalization)
key (141-142) + (143+144+145).

141. OCB-4, background "righte" key, from items 1-30.

142. OCB-4, background "wrongs" key, frou items 1-30.

143. OCB-4, Yes-No "valid" key, items 391-450.

144. OCB-4, Yes-No "suppressor" key, items 331-390.
(This set of items was scored in the positive
direction, making it possible to add the score
to the others in arriving at variable 140.)

145. OCB-4, preferred-choice key, item 151 through O30

I46. Biographical Information Blank, OCB-4, proposed
Operational key: Background Tes-No valid scale,
.d. Preferred Choice (var. 141 plus 143 plus145).

-70. OCE-2 plus CCI-4 plus OCB-3 (Sum of variables 100,
110, and 130). This is the Composite Selection
Score on the basis of which otherwise eligible
applicants vere selected or rejected. This vari-
able is defined in Step 5, Table 4.

coding system is necessitated by the fact that a large number and
variety of variables occur in this program, and recur through a series
of projects. Cross reference from one project to another and within
projects will be frequent. In reports for Inservice persamiel such as
this inmoranm., F1RT item nuabers will also be indicated to facilitate
reference.



174. OCE-2 plus 0CI-4 plus OCB-4. (eum of variables
100, 110, an 146.) This is the proposed Composite
Selection Score, incorporating OCB-4 instead of
OCB-3. This variable is defined in Step 4, Table 4.

2. Criteria

211. Yirst Tactical Officers' Rankings (CM), obtained
prior to the eighth week of training. Normalized

221. Yirst Felloe Candidates' Rankings (CR), obtained
prior to the eighth week of training. Normalized

241. Composite criterion, combining normalized Tactical
Officers' aid Associates' rankings. (Average of
variables 211 and 221.)

B. VALIDATION AGAINST EARLY LEADERSHIP RAXLE IN TME FIRST CLASSES TETED

As a first step in validating OCB-4), part score and total score validity
ci fflcients were computed separately for each of the early classes tested.
O~e school, Ground General, having been delayed in reporting, only four
schools were represented in this analysis. The results are presented in
Table 1.

A perusal of Table l?•/ lent confirmation to at least one methodological
hypothesis: that validity qvenralization (asing material valid in one
population for predicting related criteria ia another population) can be
used to advantage in BIB development york.. Table 1 is extracted from Table
la which incluAes seans and si•ns. Of 330 items in OC-4 (all keyed),
only N had been selected and keyed on the basis of results obtained In
OCS research. While most of the material used in present BIB's has a
ca=on anoestry, the items im OCZ-4 were selected largely from results
obtained in RCý, at West Point, and in aiscellaneous, non-OCS leader-
ship studies.

The overall validity of the OCB-4--particularly the extent to which
it "held-up" in the Combat Schools (Infantry and Field Artillery) where
lose hopeful results were anticipated--suggested the advisability of
continulig the analysis of the instriment for possible Lidiate use in
the operational OCS selection program.

C. D0V M!T AMD EVALUATION OF AN OMATIOIUAL OCZ-4 KMY

To be considered for operational putrpoees, the OCB-. would have to
meet two criteria in addition to validity alone. Oo was statistical:
it muast combine with the other available predictors to produoe a cuposite

?/All validity coefficients presented in this report are croes-validity

coefficients, i .e., omuputed on mples which are indepeadent of any
itea-enalysis Samples.



TABLE 1.

Correlaticm of O(B-4 total an& part scores against leadership
rankinW in first classes tested in four 0CSs

School and Class

Infantry 34 Signal 16 Field A Ty 25 Engineer 25, 26 1st Classes
(Ni 127) (- 65) ( -97) (1n 82) (N 371)

OCB-4 Keys CRe CR* OR CR OR CIR CIR CR aR CE

140 Total .31 .25 0.55 .49 .34 .32 .37 .43 .35 .31
.31 .29 .45 .40 .32 .17 .28 .22 .30 .26

142 kg - -. 16 -. 17 -. 22 -. 26 -.13 -. 09 -. 21 -. 28 -. 17 -. 18
143 iffy .30 .29 .31 .Al .14 .11 .27 .40 .25 .25
144 us .10 .08 .20 .23 -. 20 -. 17 .03 .10 .03 .6
14 n .3.5 -. 06 .45 .44 .24 .27 .24 .29 .21 .20

*Tactical Officers (var. 211)
Follow Candidates (var. 221)

selection moore clearly superior to that obtainable with the OCB-3. The
other vas ad-inistrative: it must be amenable to scoring in a manner
which vouRl not be overly burdensine in the field.

In order to assess revised scoring procedures, the parts of the OCB-4
were intercorrelated with the criterion measures. In this way, it vould
be possible to abstract fron the instrument those parts which ocabine best.
The intercorrelation matrix (based upon the 371 cases in the available
first ol"aes tested) is presented as Table 2.

The interoorrelation matrix 44.cautrated that the Yesn-No 5uppressor
key (var. 144) did. not correlate with the valid key (var. 143) sufficlently
well for effective suppressor action. This, together with its erratic
behavior among schools (as seen in Table 1) led. to its caission frm an
operatical key.

The Baokground "Wrogs" portion (var. 142), which requir.A separate
scoring with a negative key, coulA be retaied in an operational key
only if its contribution to total validity were sufficiently great to
offset the disadvantage of separate handling. With a validity of .19,
and a correlmtlon with the Background "EigAhet" key of .55, the "Wrongs"
key sueceeded only In Increasing the variance of a background portion
without improving the validity of the "*igbts" key alone.

6



TAW.B 1•.

Corelation of OC-4 total end pert scores aai1at leadership
ran~ in first classes tested In four 00C'..

Criteria
School and Total Sub .Ke Tao Fellow

Clams Key BEk + B3k - Us ii. FC Offr. Cand.

Infantry 34
(11 - 127)

r (211) .31 .31 -. 16 .30 .10 .13 ---- -
r (W1) .25 .29 -. 17 .2 .08 .06 ----

M 165.6 35.8 7.8 39.0 19.0 99.8 50.1 49.3
13.3 3.5 2.4 5.2 6.o 9.4 19.0 18.2

(I -65)

r (211) .55 .45 -. 22 .31 .20 .45
r 221) .49 .40 -.26 .21 .23 .4J4

z8 1.85 15.6 7.6 39.o 16.5 94.6 5o.8 52.8
11u.4 4.2 2.2 1..9 5.3 7.9 18.6 17.1

Field
Artillery 25

(1 - 97)

r (211) .34 .32 -. 13 .14 -. 20 .24 .......
r (221) .32 .17 -. 09 .11 -. 17 .27

N 157.9 14.9 8.1 37.7 18.7 94.4 49A 52.1
o 14.3 3.8 2.5 4.8 5.1 8.8 19.2 16.8

ojer 2)
and 26

(N a 8)

r (211) .37 .26 -.21 .27 .0 .24 .....
r (221) .43 .22 -.,2 .40 .10 .29 ----

x 1Z9.3 15.9 7.5 37.7 17.9 95.1 50-7 5.
O12.2 4.o .3 5.5 6.7 8.4 18.2 18.3

let Cla•ses
Caibined

r (211) .35 .30 -. 17 .2) .21 ----

r (221) .31 .26 -. 13 .25 .20 . ...
61. . I.N 7.8 38.1s 18.2 96.5 50.B

o13.4 3.9 2.4 5.2 5.9 9.2 18.6 18.2

Tactical Officers YTar. 21l)

Follow Candidatee (Tar. 221)

7



TABLE 2.

Intor•oruTlation of OCB-4 total and part scores and three leadership
criteria, for first classes tested In four CCBs.

(3 * .71)

SVAR IABLE

Variable 140 141 1i2 145 144 145 211 221 Mean c

140 (total) 16o.8 13.4

141 (Bkg~ +) .52 156 .9
142 (Bk -) -. 38 -. 7.8 2.4

143 (Ybv) .)3 .32 -.27 38.4 5.1

144 (XIs) -. o0 .20 -. 27 .40 18.2 5.9

114 (]•) .79 .16 -. u1 .28 .13 96.4 9.1

211 (C) .35 .30 -. 17 .25 .03 .22 50.7 18.6

221 (CPd .32 .26 -. 18 .25 .A6 .20 .81 50.9 18.2

241 (cap) .35 .29 -. 19 .26 .05 .22 .95 .95 51.0 17.5

The first ccclination apparently weorhy of ccasider'Ation as; an opera-
tional key (146) cosisited of BackgrounA "RIgts" plus Yes-no 'Valid" plur
Prefer2rd Choice (141+143+145). This combiation (Table 5) produced aj
validity coefficient of .37 against tbe capoeite criterion (var. 241)v,
nligt1.j better (in thin uaaple) than the total oambination of parts. This
key met the validity and "field femslbility" requiremets, and vas tenta-
tively adopted for operational use pen&Ir4i a study of Its interuction vith
tte other predictors..

To caspare this r*v BID vith the OCDL-, ac an operatiol selectar,
the key wae Lnterccnylated vith te aembers of the selection. battery
and the composite critei•z•n. oev variables caucerned bee vore 100, 110

ad130.

The matrix resulting frcm these intercorrelatic to is presented as
Table 1 . The 280 case# included In this o*aputation were tie members of
the first classes for vhca omaplete seloction d.ata vere available.

To deterwmi an appropriate csa~baatian of predictors, and to cam-
pare ttls vith tte set in operatiamil ww, the matrix furvished information
for tbese sets of ocuputations. For oomapestive purposes, valdityr
coefficients vere deterUi-Ied for:

IfAgreemnt betveen the tvo noes of critericx mr.olaes(211, 221) vwe so
high (rm. 8 1) ttat an a.vewae of the tWo vas used as a re*zenentatIVe
criterion measure. The amount of saxeeamet is of particular interest
since t.e measures were obtaimed early In the cursee urner conditions

vwich would tend to ainimite tthe Influence that ore easoure vould bave

an t•e otber.



1. The Moet vald acmbizatiauo of 0CE-2, OCI-4 and OCS-4
QgAtlp1 II).

2. Other oabintiwo of th. three predictors, involving
less ciaber.A vvihts.

,. The ecablmticu of predictors used operational17 (OCFr
OcI-4 "n OC-3).

TABLE 3.

Intx•Oorelatin of t0CZ-4, operational selection 1nstrtmente, ,u ccapoelte
criterion for 280 casee in four OCS's. (Firet clasv,7- ,-tted.)

Yariable 10C 110 130 146 0an

io0 (ocE) 104.9 22.9

110 (OcI) .12 V7.5 7.5
130 (M3-3) .12 .19 26..3 3.9
146 (OcZ-4) .10 .1h .27 M.0 13.6

241 (ciup. Criterion) .20 .28 .18 .57 50.2 17.2

Table 4 sumarizs the calculations. Each row of the table representz
a weighted cambination of the predctore, yieldiAg the valldity reocw8e4
in the last Colmin.

TAMLE 4.

Ca-relation vith ccupouite criterion (var. 241) of varimaa cuabina-
tA(o of p-edictor-, as detemuina frxn the intercarre-

latian matrix In Table 3.

Y a r 1 a b 1 a aend W e I ghte hta Validity of

ME (1w) 0CC 1(110) OCB -4 (1Is6) (xi-3(130) weI6hte4 embina-
Sb B b b B b b tion gainst

CSalculations criternic (241)

step 1 .i4T .111 .215 .4a93 .324 . - - .Al

Stp 2 1 4 - .457

Sn.p3 1 2 2 - - ."4,

Step5 1 1 1 1.

evar. 174 "VAr. Il1

9



Steps 1 and 2 in Table 4 are empirical ocmbinations, using weights
deriv*d frcm the data. Steps 3 and 4 used arbitrary weights, provided
for in the plan of analysis because of their simplicity of application.
Step 5, involving OCB-), represents the unit-veighted combination of
pi,&iotor* which was in operational use when these oandidates were
selected, i.e., Step 5 represents a validation of the then-operational
ocuposite selection score.

The validity of Step L, .457, represents the maximum obtainable
validity using linear ocabinatiais of the variables, as they are inter-
related in Table 5. In Step 2, the b weights were rounded to the nearest
integer, with no loss in validity. Steps 3 and 4, using simple, arbitrary
veights, give practically idmatical results, with a loss in this sample
of less than .02 from the szalnum validity obtainable.

From this information, Step 4 was adopted as the proposed. new opera-
tional Composite Selection Score for use in the officer candidate pro-
curement program. While this represented simply the substitution of the
OCB-4 (keyed as var. 146) for the OCB-3, the primary Justifioation for
the change is given in the difference in validity ooefficiezr ts between
Steps 4 and 5 (.44 vs .34), rather than the differenna in BIB validity
coefficients as shown in Table 3 (.57 ve .18)--the substitutim of OCB-4
for OCB-3 could be effected only after demonstration that it would oom-
bine with the other predictors to produce an improved cmposite.

As a final check on the elements of the ccmpoi•Ite, validity coefficients
were reported separately for the school subsamples involved. Table 5 in-
oludes the results of these analyses.

TABLE 5.

Correlation with composite criterion (Variable 241) of the elements
of the composite selection score for each OCS subsample.

(First classes tested.)

OC E 100) OCi(u1o) OCB-( 1 6
School N r Mean o N r m.an a - r mean a

Infantry 10) .16 96.) 21.) 1ob .51 26.8 7.1 127 .28 154.7 135.

signal 29z .3 i.3 96.1 X .ý 29.2 12.1 65 .)5 149.5 11.9 -

Field Arty 82 .31 102.7l 22.6 85 .12 271.2 6.9 97 .28 146.7 15.1

Ugineer 66 .21 11.•4 20.8 68 .32 26.1 8.7 82 .Ai 148.6 iz 4

Coombie& 28 .2o 22.9 22.1 .28 27.1 7.) 280 .37 1W0.0 1.6

I1



It is apparent frcn the table that these samples were reasonably
hcuoagneous with respect to predictability. For the most part, minor
deficiencies on one instrument were compensated by above average pre-
dictability on another. The only consistently different sample was
that drawn from the Signal School, which produced highest absolute
validity coefficients (based upon smallest N's) on each predictor.

Of pearticular importance is the observation that none of these
school samples was singularly affected by the rekeying of the 005-4.
For ease of referenze, portions of Tables 1 and 5 are reproduced here
as Table 6. This table gives the total score validity of the OCB-4
(against the two ranking criteria separately) and the operatiocnal key
validity (var. 146) for each school sample.

TABLE 6.

Comparison of validities of OCB-4 total score (var. 140) and
proposed operational key (var. 146). (First

Classes Tested..)

OCB-4 Total (14o) OCB-4 operational (146)
School N OR(211) CR(221) Comp. Criterion (241)

nf- .'"127 .51 .25 .28

signal 65 .55 .49 .55
Field Artillery 97 .34 .MR .- 8
Engineer 82 .37 .43 .47

, AFor the most part, the differences between the total store (144 and
operational key (146) validity coefficients in any m school vore no
greater than the differenwes between the two validitJ coefficients reported
for the total score.

D. VALIDATION OF ME OCB-4 AthINST EAMLY LZADELSBLP RAN•INS IN TEE IATE
CIASM TTITED

When early leadership rankings L;1 ben recetird for all classes
tested with OUB-4, 80M PartiOms of the precedig analjsis were repeated
with the larger sample. The part-core intercorrelation matrix was
reproduced (Table 7); the operatimal OCB-4 key (var. I46) us revalidated
by schools (Table 8); anA this key, the OCB-.3, and both the old and the
mv goleatiich capoeites ware "validated for the combied *later*s classes
(Tablo 9).

%11



TABLE 7.

Intercorrelation of OCB-4 total score, part scores and
three leadership criteria for later clas1es

tested in five 008Is. (N - 1027)

Variable 14o 141 142 143 144 145 211 221 Mean a

14o (Total) 161.8 12.9

14l (Bg +) .58 16.3 4.3

142 (M% - -.49 -%7.5 a.

143 (Xlv) .36 .26 -. 22 7.'3 6.o

144 (Is) -. 17 .11 -. 10 .62 18.2 7.0

145 (JU) .73 .13 -.13 .18 .05 97.0 7.9

211 (OR) .26 .18 -. 19 .1)4 .01. .17 50.8 1.8.7

VI, . (CR) .2( .19 -. 20 .12 .03 .21 .76 51.0 18.2

241 (C cp) .28 .19 -. 21 .14 .02 .20 .94 .94 51.1 17.3

TA.•E 8.

Oarrelations of the cmposite oriteri03 (var. 2941) san-
the operational OC.B-4 key (var. 146) by Sohoole

for later cla-ses
tested.

variable 146
.Soh~.oo N r Mean a

Infantry 257 .23 151.1 12.4

Ground General 183 .35 151.8 12.8

3i081 82.36 11512.2

Field Artillery 245 .19 V51.3 It.2

i n: e 16o .21 149.7 13.6

All Ccambind 1o27 .26 151.7 12.6
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TABLE 9.

Correlations of the composite criterion (var.241) with
(operational and proposed) individual and com-

polite predictor scores.
(Later Classes.)

Variable N r Mean a

130 (ocB-3) 8a8 .17 26.7 4.3

170 (OCB-) Ccmp) 802 .27 163.1 24.5
1l46 (OCE-4) 1027 .26 1ls.1 12.6

174 (OCB-4 Ccup) 802 .31 27.2 27.8

The classes involved in these analyses are all tested classes not

reported in section B and 0, above. They include:

Infantry, Classes 35, 34

Ground General, 52, 54
Sigwal, 17 through 20
Field, Artillery, 26, 27, 28
Engineer, 27 through 30

All of the Ground General (Branch Immaterial) classes are represented
here, the data for class 5k havIng been received too late for inclusion
in the ea 1iiier aDalyLCs. For the remaining schools, all classes other
than the first classes tested are reported at this point.

In suexal, the revalidation with the later classes confirms the
results of the earlier analysis, but with almost uniformly lower validity
coaf'icients. In* Table 10 several of the values reported previously are
t'ought together for ease of ocaparluon. This table also contains vali-
Cities (corr #laticm of sums) of certain variables for early and later
cllasses combined. )f the part scores used in constructing the operational
OCB-4 key (var. 146), ooth the Background "rights" and the Yes-No 'Yalid"
portions prod'ied lower falidity coefficients in the later sample. Only
the Peiferred Choice key showed no change. The lower validity coefficients
for these pýrts were of course revealed in the values for variablo 146 and,
in turn in the loaer validity oa the now rumposite selection score, vari-
able 17!. Whilo values were not obtained for the OCE and, the OCI in the
later sample, it can " Inferred that these also predicted the earlier
group bettr than the later one. The differenc in early and late validity
coeslcients for boti, composite scores (170 and 174) were greater than can
be ac.ountea fo;" solely by the two BIB's.

The relationships mong the predictors, however, remain the same, and
justify the decisions vhich were made, In the interests of time, on the
basis of the early data alone.
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TABLE 10.

Comp•rison of validities (against composite leadership
rankings) of several predictors in earlier and

later OCB-4 samples

Classes Classes
"-•ii Variable Early Later Combined Variable Early Later Ombine

14o (total) .35 .28 130 (OCB-3) .18 .17
11 (Bk +) .29 .19 .24 170 (OC B-3 .34 .27

C cap)

S142 (B4 -) -. 19 -. 21 146 (oCB-4) .57 .26 .29

145 (YNv) .26 .14 .17 174 (ocB-4 .44 .01
C cup)

144 (mis) .05 .02

145 (1o) .22 .20 .21

III. SUMMARY

This memorandum describes the tryout and validation of an experi-
mental self-description blank, OCB-4, using a sample of approximately 1,400
students in five Army Officer Candidate Schools. OCB-4 was constructed
frco the most valid content of a large item pool which represented sixteen
previous leadership studies, of which only one was ooncernemd with Officer
Candidate School samples.

Predetermined, or "validity generalization" scoring keys wre vali-
dated against leadership rankings made early in the course by fellow oandi-
dates and tactical officers. An initial validation of keys vas based on a
sample which consisted of the first class in each of the schools. Validi-
ties were computed for part scoyes and total score, for each school
separately, and for the combined schools.

A variety of keys was tried out on OCB-4. It was found that a
single right-enswer key yielded as high validity as a ccabination of all
keys. Several systems were tried for weighting the instruments in the
selection battery. The simplest, unweighted ocmbination was as effective
as any of the more elaborate systems investigated. This combination was
then ccmpa&rd with the operational battery vhioh included OCB-3. Results
obtained from the analysis of the data on the first classes indicated that
OCB-4 was sufficiently superior to CCB-3, the biographical information
blamk in curreent use, to varrant its introduction into operational use.

A second valldatics analysis, using the remaining classes tested
with 0CB-4, verified the results obtained with the first classes. When
an item analysis is completed, it will be poesible to devise impaoved
scoring keys aid to construct a single BIB incorpor'ating the beat content
of CCB-4 and two other insteuwnts (CCB-5 and OCB-6).
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III thi S StUd y, Lhe anftlses wniicli weriL 4nuerLa11-1-I1 Wer-c direý.:tt;d
Loward operat ional, rather than the(ýoiretical. ci ~.ives. Advanta ;e
was taken of a ncý-ar-.nobilizatior. si:t-aticun 'cDr testinn and dat~a
col Lecticin. 'Phis minLinized thc amo~nt c,: preselectioni within tile (C,
3a-aple and also aillowed a ý,asis :'or ctinparinj seLec~ive eiiectiveness
amongý several branches. Oie operationl of validity gener.,dizeticri and
zhe dc-mcnstruted greater ccnsistenc-; c,- ,urv.ýirreo-choice items are cA
considera.Ae theoreti~al ialtert.st. This study demonstrates 0-at S~ich
items oi' ourre-i.t theoretical. interest will lead 1;(, tLine devel~opment and
intrcuducticn of' more e:fcieand oructiý-al iastr rits ror the
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